Healthcare providers’ perceptions of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients with chronic pain: A qualitative investigation
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ABSTRACT
Socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals are at-risk for chronic pain and disparate care. In this qualitative study, we explored providers’ experiences with socioeconomically disadvantaged patients, with a particular focus on providers’: (1) perceptions of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ barriers to pain care, (2) attitudes towards this patient population, and (3) chronic pain decisions for these patients. Individual interviews were conducted with twenty-four healthcare providers. Providers discussed several patient-level access barriers, such as not having health insurance, financial constraints, and scheduling difficulties. Providers believed socioeconomically disadvantaged patients were at-risk to misuse prescription opioids and were less comfortable prescribing opioids to these patients. This investigation found that providers perceived numerous patient-level barriers to pain care, expressed suspicion towards these patients, and considered patients’ socioeconomic status when making pain management decisions. Future investigations should examine the extent to which providers’ attitudes influence their actual pain management decisions and lead to treatment disparities for this patient population.
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INTRODUCTION
Socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals report more severe pain and disability than individuals of middle or higher socioeconomic status (SES; Institute of Medicine, 2011). One population survey using indicators of SES (i.e., income, education) found that respondents with ≤$25,000 annual income or who had less than a high school education reported a higher prevalence of disabling pain than respondents with higher income and education levels (Portenoy
et al., 2004). Similar investigations found that individuals living in socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhoods and who report more financial hardship are more likely to develop pain conditions, report more severe pain, and report more pain interference with daily activities, such as work and sleep (Fuentes et al., 2007; Green & Hart-Johnson, 2012; Rios & Zautra, 2011; Riskowski, 2014; Ulirsch et al., 2014).

Socioeconomically disadvantaged patients face numerous barriers to effective pain care. Two barriers that have received considerable attention in the literature are challenges with accessing healthcare and financial constraints (e.g., paying for treatments and medical appointments; Institute of Medicine, 2011). These barriers to care can lead to more severe and debilitating pain, which in turn can interfere with educational attainment and maintaining employment (Institute of Medicine, 2011). Compounding this problem is evidence that, even when able to access care, socioeconomically disadvantaged patients are at increased risk for having their pain undertreated compared to patients of higher SES (Joynt et al., 2013; Nampiaparampil et al., 2009). These disparities may be due, in part, to providers’ biases against socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. A survey of medical residents found that half agreed with the statement that poor individuals abuse the healthcare system, and a quarter agreed that individuals were poor because they lacked the effort to change their situation (Price et al., 1988). In addition, both medical providers and trainees have been shown to implicitly prefer patients of higher SES relative to patients of lower SES (Haider et al., 2014; Haider et al., 2011). Despite these documented biases, it is unknown whether and how such attitudes influence providers’ treatment decisions.

The current qualitative study represents an initial step in enhancing our understanding of pain care for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. Specifically, in this secondary review of data from a study on provider decision-making (see Hollingshead et al., 2014), we examined: (1) providers’ perceptions of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ barriers to pain care, (2) providers’ attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients with chronic pain, and (3) the reported influence of SES on providers’ chronic pain management decisions.

METHODS
Participants
Practicing clinicians, medical residents, and medical students (henceforth collectively referred to as “providers”) were included in this investigation. Participants were recruited for the parent investigation by flyers and word of mouth. One-hundred participants completed the parent investigation (see Hirsh et al., 2013). Two to eight weeks after completing the parent investigation, eligible providers received follow-up emails asking them to participate in individual qualitative interviews to discuss the influence of patient characteristics on providers’ chronic pain decision-making (see Hollingshead et al., 2014). Because all qualitative interviews were conducted in a single, face-to-face session in a private office on campus, to be eligible for this follow-up study, providers must be located within traveling distance of Indianapolis University – Purdue University Indianapolis. Of the 47 eligible providers, 52% agreed to participate in the qualitative interviews; the remaining 48% either declined to participate or did not respond to the interview request.
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Procedures
Participants reported their demographic characteristics (i.e., age, sex, race, ethnicity) and provider-type (e.g., nurse, physician, medical resident, medical student) during the parent investigation.

A semi-structured interview guide with open-ended questions and probes was developed by an interdisciplinary team (clinical psychology doctoral student, clinical psychologist, internal medicine physician, and health communication scientist). Individual interviews were conducted in a private room located on campus. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in this study.

During the interview, providers were asked to discuss how they made treatment decisions for all chronic pain patients, as well as for specific patient populations (e.g., patients of lower and higher SES). We included probes for any differences providers noticed between patients of lower and higher SES regarding their experiences with attending medical appointments and drug diversion. To increase the reliability of the interview data, the same individual (N.A.H., a clinical psychology doctoral student) interviewed all participants. Participants were compensated with a gift card. This study received ethical approval from Indiana University’s institutional review board.

Data analysis
Independent t-tests and chi-square analyses were used to compare the demographic characteristics and provider-types of participants between this study and the parent investigation.

All interviews were transcribed by a professional transcription service. Transcripts were checked for accuracy, and all identifying information was removed prior to review. For the primary analysis, coding was done through an iterative process with the interdisciplinary team meeting to discuss first impressions, developing a code list, and reviewing every fourth transcript as a group (see Hollingshead et al., 2014). The current analysis included only those data that were coded as “SES” by the team. The SES data were then analyzed using a conventional content analysis approach (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) in which each transcript was read and memos were used to record first impressions. Through this process, a code list was generated using a combination of new and previously used codes. Codes were then sorted into categories and themes. ATLAS-TI (Atlas-ti Scientific Software Development GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was used to facilitate coding.

RESULTS
Twenty-four participants completed interviews. Three participants were practicing clinicians (2 physicians, 1 registered nurse), 11 were medical residents, and 10 were medical students. Over half of the participants were female (n=14). The majority identified as non-Hispanic White (n=15), with the remainder identifying as Asian (n=6), African American (n=1), Hispanic (n=1), or Middle-eastern (n=1). All participants reported previous clinical experiences with socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. No significant differences emerged between the age [t(98)=0.67, p=0.50], sex [χ^2(1)=1.67, p=0.19], race [χ^2(3)=1.63, p=0.65], ethnicity [χ^2(1)=0.15, p=0.70], or provider-type [χ^2(4)=4.85, p=0.30] of the participants in this study and the parent investigation.

Perceptions of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ barriers to pain care
All providers discussed barriers that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients face when accessing pain care. The most frequently mentioned barriers were lack of health insurance and
not having a primary care physician. Providers discussed that these barriers often led socioeconomically disadvantaged patients to delay seeking pain care, and resulted in these patients presenting with severe pain at emergency departments.

Providers also mentioned that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients face financial constraints and scheduling difficulties. Particularly for patients without health insurance, providers discussed how these patients may not be able to afford their pain treatments; “[i]f their opioid medicine works fantastically, but it costs too much and their monthly budget is pinched, then that will affect their [treatment] response because they won’t want to do it or they won’t do it as consistently as I would like” (P14). Financial barriers were also perceived to limit patients’ ability to pay for medical appointments and utilize multi-disciplinary treatments, such as physical therapy and diet/exercise recommendations. Providers also discussed barriers to scheduling and attending medical appointments because socioeconomically disadvantaged patients often lack reliable transportation, do not have childcare available, and are often employed in occupations that do not have flexible scheduling or paid sick days:

“[T]here are huge difficulties with transportation. People have to get buses. People don’t have their own automobiles. People have jobs that will not accept medical appointments as reasons to leave because they’re, you know, shift work or part time. So, it’s definitely a lot more difficult for people who are of [lower] socioeconomic status to get where they want to go.” (P19)

Attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged pain patients with chronic pain

Providers expressed negative attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients with chronic pain. Providers reported that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients expect a “quick fix” for their pain, which they attributed to patients’ limited education about pain management; “I feel like [socioeconomically disadvantaged patients] just want that magic pill that will fix it now. Whereas higher SES, they’re more educated, they understand the process more, they’re okay more with physical therapy that might not help immediately but maybe six month down the line it’ll help” (P17). Providers also reported that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients tend to be more “demanding” and “needy” than other patients. One provider in particular shared an especially strong negative attitude toward socioeconomically disadvantaged patients: “Indigent populations, they may feel like they’re entitled….And I’ll tell a patient, you know, ‘This is a hospital. This is not a Hilton. I’m not your butler. Let’s talk to me appropriately and I will treat you appropriately’” (P16). However, not all providers expressed these attitudes. One provider acknowledged the stereotype of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients being more demanding and needy, but remarked that he/she had not personally noticed a difference between patients of different SES.

Providers also expressed the belief that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients are more drug-seeking than patients of higher SES. In response to an interview question about whether the provider has noticed any drug diversion in patients of lower or higher SES, one participant responded, “Yeah. In the lower classes, it’s everywhere” (P11). Providers’ increased suspicion about medication misuse may be related to their beliefs about socioeconomically disadvantaged patients being more likely to use illicit drugs: “I have noticed that a lot of the patients from the lower socioeconomic groups do have more problems with addictions to different medications, both prescribed and not prescribed…” (P6). Some providers reported being aware that medication misuse occurs across all social classes, but described how misuse is
often more suspected in patients of lower SES compared to more socioeconomically advantaged patients:

“Because there still is that stigma, true or not, you’re probably less likely to assume that [patients of higher SES] have a drug problem, or less worried about it, or feel like maybe they can manage it. [Patients of higher SES] look more put together. So their red flags maybe aren’t up; you don’t catch it as soon. It seems like more red flags go up when you’re treating a lower SES person. You’re more on the lookout for drug dependency issues.” (P10)

“Red flags,” or suspicious behaviors that suggest medication misuse, specifically prescription opioid misuse, emerged often when discussing socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. Reported examples of “red flag” behaviors are when patients do not appear to be taking their prescription opioids (confirmed through either self-report or urine drug screens), run out of their medication early, claim to lose prescriptions, or ask for more pain medication or stronger dosage.

Influence of SES on chronic pain management decisions

Due to concerns about opioid misuse, providers reported being uncomfortable prescribing opioids to socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. Providers were especially hesitant when a low SES patient displayed a “red flag” behavior: “[I]f I had someone of a lower SES, and there was a reason to suspect that they might abuse pain medications, especially something that’s got, like a high street value, like Vicodin, I would be a little bit more hesitant to prescribe that” (P8). Interestingly, this hesitancy was not discussed in the context of pain care for higher SES patients, suggesting it is particularly salient for disadvantaged patients. One provider relayed socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ stories about opioid misuse among their peers, which made the provider hesitant to prescribe opioids:

“The patients will even come in and say, ‘Yeah my friend gets it from her doctor and sells it everywhere,’ and so they were telling us that this is going on; so we’re more aware of it in this population so we’re really hesitant. We try everything else possible before we give them narcotics.” (P11)

Providers also reported that they do not intentionally want to treat socioeconomically disadvantaged patients differently than patients of higher SES, but that the barriers these patients face can limit their treatment options. Providers reported relying more on generic or formulary pain medications for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients because they are more affordable. Providers also reported relying on the same limited range of treatment options for these patients — even if they were ineffective: “[I]f they’re not able to come to all their doctor’s appointments, then we’re not able to continue to try new options. Or, even financial [barriers] …you know, that could lead to continuously trying [the same treatment] options that obviously aren’t working for them” (P9). Providers also reported feeling constrained in prescribing non-pharmacological treatments because of access to care barriers. One provider reported referring only patients of higher SES to mental healthcare and physical therapy rather than socioeconomically disadvantaged patients because, “there’s really no point in prescribing it or suggesting it or recommending it because they can’t pay for it, so what’s the point?” (P18).

Providers’ concerns about continuity of care also influence their pain management decisions for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. As one provider stated, “If you’re giving somebody a medication, you want them to show up and follow up. You want to keep track of how their progress is, since I don’t see [socioeconomically disadvantaged patients] as
often, it can influence the way that I treat them” (P17). Specifically, providers reported avoiding prescribing stronger pain medications, such as opioids, for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients because of continuity of care concerns; “I don’t think it would be a good idea for a patient that you wouldn’t have access to, you know, checking with them and see how they are doing on this new medication to throw them on something that was really strong” (P6).

During these discussions, several providers described resources and strategies they use with socioeconomically disadvantaged patients to maximize effective pain management. For example, they discussed the importance of talking with these patients about how pain is affecting their life (e.g., interference with daily activities and work responsibilities) and their ability to access treatments. Providers also mentioned the importance of informing socioeconomically disadvantaged patients about financial and transportation assistance programs available at their clinic. One provider shared that assisting patients with accessing treatment is an important part of medical care: “If you do refer them somewhere…you shouldn’t just do it and walk away. You should try to help make some arrangements for them to get there, which is something I think some doctors don’t worry enough about. But it is part of the care” (P5).

**DISCUSSION**

This qualitative study examined healthcare providers’ perceptions of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ barriers to pain care, their attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients with chronic pain, and the influence of patient SES on providers’ chronic pain treatment decision-making. Providers identified numerous access to care barriers that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients face when managing their chronic pain. These barriers included lack of insurance, financial constraints, and scheduling difficulties. Providers expressed negative attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients and believed these patients were more likely to misuse medications relative to patients of higher SES. Furthermore, providers reported being less likely to prescribe opioids and make multi-disciplinary treatment referrals for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients.

Providers perceived numerous patient-level barriers to pain management. They remarked that socioeconomically disadvantaged patients are less likely to have health insurance, a primary care provider, financial means to pay for appointments/treatments, reliable transportation, and accommodating childcare/work schedules. Although such barriers are particularly important considerations in the context of pain care for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients, they are not the only relevant factors. System- and provider-level factors are also important and may contribute to suboptimal care for these patients (Institute of Medicine, 2011). It is interesting then that no provider in our sample discussed system- or provider-level barriers that interfere with socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ pain management. For example, one systems-level barrier identified in the literature is that pharmacies in socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhoods are less likely to stock prescription opioids (Green et al., 2005; Morrison et al., 2000). Considering socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ transportation and financial barriers, this additional barrier may result in patients not filling their opioid prescriptions. Provider-level barriers can also limit disadvantaged patients’ access to adequate pain care. In a quantitative study, healthcare providers ranked “inadequate staff knowledge regarding pain management” as one of the most important barriers to optimal pain management for socioeconomically disadvantaged minority cancer patients (Anderson et al., 2000). While inadequate provider knowledge about pain is not unique to socioeconomically disadvantaged
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patients, a trial-and-error approach to pain management may be particularly detrimental for this patient population, as it may prolong their already severe pain and strain their limited resources.

Providers in this investigation expressed negative attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. These biased attitudes may lead to pain care decisions that could ultimately discriminate against this patient population, both directly (e.g., declining to write an opioid prescription) and indirectly (e.g., referring patients without offering support services). For instance, socioeconomically disadvantaged patients were perceived to want a “quick fix” and to be more “demanding” and “needy.” This attitude was shared by almost half of family practice residents in another study who agreed that poor patients are “usually more difficult patients to deal with” (Price et al., 1988). Providers in our investigation were also more likely to suspect socioeconomically disadvantaged patients of opioid misuse compared to other patients. These negative attitudes may help explain previous findings that poorer patients are less likely to be treated with opioids for their pain compared to patients of higher SES (Joynt et al., 2013; Nampiaparampil et al., 2009). However, it is important to note that these negative attitudes were not expressed by all providers in this investigation. Future studies should measure the prevalence of these negative attitudes among healthcare providers and specifically examine the influence of these attitudes on their pain decisions for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. This work will help elucidate the extent to which these attitudes pose another significant barrier for this vulnerable patient population and whether these attitudes contribute to documented treatment disparities.

Another negative attitude providers expressed was their concerns about socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ “red flag” behaviors. For instance, providers reported being suspicious when these patients asked for more pills per month or higher doses of opioids. It is often difficult to discern the meaning of such “red flag” behaviors, as they could be due to aberrant drug seeking or to uncontrolled pain. For instance, a socioeconomically disadvantaged patient asking for more opioids could be misconstrued as a “drug seeking behavior” when, in fact, this request stems from uncontrolled severe pain and functional problems, for which disadvantaged patients are especially at risk (Fuentes et al., 2007; Green & Hart-Johnson, 2012; Portenoy et al., 2004; Rios & Zautra, 2011; Riskowski, 2014; Ulirsch et al., 2014). Coupled with limited non-pharmacological treatment options available to these patients, and providers’ reluctance to prescribe opioids (in general and for this population specifically), socioeconomically disadvantaged patients may feel their only option is to request pain medication. Furthermore, socioeconomically disadvantaged patients may prioritize pain treatment and relief during their medical appointments, whereas providers may prioritize other factors, including assessment of drug seeking behaviors. These differing priorities can break down communication between patient and provider, resulting in frustration and low satisfaction for both parties (Butow & Sharpe, 2013). Increasing providers’ awareness of socioeconomically disadvantaged patients’ pain experience and enhancing their ability to incorporate a patient-centered approach that integrates both patient and provider goals may optimize pain management for these patients.

Providers shared that the patients’ SES influenced their pain treatment decisions. This is somewhat surprising, as the parent investigation found that, overall, providers reported their pain management decisions were not influenced by patients’ demographic characteristics such as sex or race (see Hollingshead et al., 2014). Providers may be more comfortable expressing their use of SES to inform their treatment decisions due to their awareness of socioeconomically

http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/jhdrp/
disadvantaged patients’ access to care barriers. However, some providers discussed various techniques to help overcome these perceived limitations, such as talking with disadvantaged patients about how their pain affects their life and connecting them with clinic services. These discussions highlight how patient-, provider-, and system-level factors interact in the context of pain care for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. They also suggest that to improve pain care for these vulnerable patients, all three factors need to be addressed. For example, it is not enough for providers to be aware of and discuss barriers to pain treatments with these patients; system-level resources need to be available to help patients and providers overcome these barriers. In the event that such resources are available, it is important that medical centers ensure the information about patient assistance resources are disseminated to all patients and providers.

Some limitations to this investigation should be noted. Although providers did readily share their negative attitudes during interviews, given the sensitive topic (i.e., SES, class, social standing), some providers may have responded to the interview questions in socially desirable ways. Furthermore, providers with especially strong negative views of pain management may have refused to participate in this investigation altogether. Also, although our methods and results suggest we met theoretical saturation (i.e., additional data would not have resulted in new themes or theoretical insights; Guest, 2006), the investigation may have benefited from a larger sample size. Finally, all of the providers were from a single Midwestern metropolitan area in the United States, and the majority were medical residents and medical students affiliated with an academic medical center. Thus, the results may not generalize to other geographic areas, provider types, or providers who are not affiliated with academic medical centers. Future research can overcome this limitation by replicating this investigation with more experienced and diverse clinicians (e.g., practicing nurses, physicians, and pharmacists).

CONCLUSION
This qualitative study found that healthcare providers expressed awareness of patient-level barriers to pain care for socioeconomically disadvantaged patients, expressed negative attitudes towards this patient population, and reported that patient SES often influences their chronic pain management decisions. These results provide a starting point for future studies to better understand pain care for these vulnerable patients and to examine important factors that may lead to treatment disparities. One such factor, identified in the current study, is providers’ negative attitudes (i.e., prejudice) towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients. This prejudice could influence providers’ pain management decisions for these patients and lead to direct and/or indirect discrimination (i.e., unfair treatment). Investigations are needed to determine the prevalence of these negative attitudes and the extent to which they influence pain management decisions. This line of research can inform future training and intervention work by (1) identifying the specific nature of providers’ negative attitudes towards socioeconomically disadvantaged patients with chronic pain, as well as the types of providers who are most likely to express them, (2) enhancing providers’ awareness of their negative attitudes, and (3) supplying information about how such prejudice can negatively influence treatment decisions.
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